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How to write a Tanka poem. The Tanka poem is very similar to haiku but Tanka poems have
more syllables and it uses simile, metaphor and personification. Tanka: Poetic Form - The
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form of waka, Japanese song or verse, tanka. Haiku: Poetic Form - A traditional Japanese haiku
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Waka (和歌, "Japanese poem ") is a type of poetry in classical Japanese literature. Waka are
composed in Japanese, and are contrasted with poetry composed by. Tan·ka (täng′kä) n. pl.
Tanka or Tan·kas A member of a people inhabiting coastal areas in China, traditionally living on
small boats clustered in colonies. Also.
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traditionally living on small boats clustered in colonies. Also.
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Waka (和歌, "Japanese poem") is a type of poetry in classical Japanese literature. Waka are
composed in Japanese, and are contrasted with poetry composed by.
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